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This spring’s record-break-
ing wave of students at the
University of Montana hit the
College of Technology the
hardest, with the highest sin-
gle increase of headcount. 
The total spring enrollment
was 931, compared with 826 a
year ago. 
Jim Wenderoth, associate
dean at the COT, said the
main cause of the increase is
publicity through community
involvement. 
“We’ve been actively
engaged in the community,
promoting and building
awareness of the programs,”
he said. “That breeds excite-
ment, and people want to
come here.”
Another reason, he said, is
the COT’s increased efforts to
keep their students in school.
The Retention Committee,
consisting of students, faculty
and staff, works with students
with personal or financial
problems to prevent them
from dropping out. 
“The committee works with
them one-on-one to help them
out of trouble,” Wenderoth
said. 
Paul Williamson, dean of
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VP candidate to host open forum Friday
Sarah Bickel has a good
sense of humor, her col-
leagues say.
In fact, after she knocked
over a ketchup display in a
grocery store she laughed,
helped clean up and later
told an honor society at
Northern Arizona University
about it.
“She told the story and
related it to handling crisis
and keeping a cool head,”
said Rick Brandel, dean of
students at NAU. “She has a
very effective way of problem
solving.”
Bickel, interim vice presi-
dent for enrollment manage-
ment and student affairs at
NAU, will be at the
University of Montana
Thursday and Friday to
interview for the vice presi-
dent for student affairs posi-
tion. Thursday she will meet
the search committee
charged with finding a
replacement for Barbara
Hollmann, who announced
her retirement in October.
She will also meet with
ASUM and have dinner with
UM President George
Dennison.
On Friday, students, facul-
ty and staff are invited to
attend an open forum with
Bickel, which will be at 9
a.m. in the U C Theater.
Bickel, who was a champi-
on swimmer in college,
worked at Southwest
Missouri State University as
dean of student life and
development prior to work-
ing at NAU. She has also
worked at the University of
Northern Colorado and
Cottey College in Nevada,
Mo.
Bickel is known for her
ability to see humor in all
situations.
“The best way I can
describe her is as a really
hard worker,” said Andrea
Bremser, a student who
works in Bickel’s office. “She
is just a lot of fun. Even
Fourth and final
candidate visits
UM this week
Natalie Storey
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COT breaks
enrollment
records
Students placed
on wait lists
for popular programs
Katie Klingsporn
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Health center reports flu, coughs and colds are down
Compared to last year, this
winter’s flu season has been
nearly nonexistent, according to
Laela Shimer, the Curry Health
Center’s associate director.
Last year, 24 cases of influen-
za, a contagious virus that infects
the lungs and lower respiratory
tract, were reported from late
January through mid-February,
Shimer said. During the same
time period this year, there have
been no cases reported at the
health center by University of
Montana students.
It’s unusual for there to be no
reported cases of the flu, she
said, “even in a light season, and
we thought we saw a light sea-
son last year.”
Reported cases of influenza
have also been much lower this
year at St. Patrick Hospital,
according to Public Health Nurse
Brant Goode, although he didn’t
have the exact numbers of flu
cases.
“So far, it’s been relatively
mild, compared to most years,”
Goode said.
Reported cases of other winter
ailments, including coughs, sinus
problems and colds, which are
caused by several different virus-
es attacking the upper respirato-
ry tract, are also slightly fewer,
Shimer said, though not by
much.
“We have not noticed a big
decrease in the amount that we
saw,” she said.
One possible reason Shimer
cited for the decrease in flu cases
was this year’s virus being a very
mild strain. Shimer also said
there were more cases reported
in early January, while many
Fewer cases
than last year’s
low number
Fred Miller
Montana Kaimin
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During the pro women's event, Sarris McComb attempts to perform a back-flip without the aid of tightened bindings Sunday afternoon. Even after this unsuc-
cessful attempt, McComb still ended up finishing first. 
Go ahead...try this at home MORE MARSHALL MOUNTAIN MADNESS ON PAGE 9
See FLU, Page 12
It’s unfortunate that I
have to write this the way
tonight. 
Each word I type into the word processor is
another word dangling on the edge of catastro-
phe. Each sentence clings to reality on an all
too commonly unravelling lifeline. In fact, the
mere task of pressing Command+S may be the
very action that causes meltdown.
Why am I flirting with disaster tonight?
Because I write this column on
a Macintosh. The once-proud
bastion of personal computing
superiority has today been
reduced to the mediocrity of
wonderfully designed and heavy
paperweights.
Founded on principles of ease
of use and simplicity, the
Macintosh has become too simple for the mod-
ern world that demands more than just attrac-
tive cases for its computing needs.
For proof of this theory, look no further
than the computer labs at the University of
Montana. Sit at the front of the room and
watch the faces and emotions of users in both
a Macintosh lab and a PC lab. 
PC users move about their tasks in an effi-
cient, no-nonsense manner. They get their
work done and there is very little forehead
slapping.
But Mac users’ faces are red with discon-
tent. They fume that the Mac can not perform
the simplistic, easy tasks requested of it.
Instead, the Mac tries to be helpful and offers
suggestions about how to be nicer and pretti-
er. 
Thanks, Mac, but no thanks. I, like so
many others, just want to get my shit done. I
don’t need you to hold my hand and lead me
down the path to computer Zen.
And no matter how mad those Mac users
get at the computers, the screens keep smiling
back with that maniacal, demonic smile. Even
when you turn the computers on, there is a lit-
tle smiley face, mocking your attempts to get
things done.
That demented grin does not redeem the
computer for its uselessness. It merely caus-
es me, and so many others, to prepare for a
session of feeling smarter than the computer.
I generally regard journalists as a some-
what intelligent lot, a group of people who are
rather adaptable and flexible to various situa-
tions. But whatever journalist decided to
make Macintoshes the computer standard by
which all newsrooms must adhere was a com-
plete waste of a human. 
I still hear the excuses about how Macs are
easier for designing pages and working with
photos than PCs. Unfortunately, that’s wrong. 
There is nothing, these days, that can’t be
done by a regular, old PC. There
are no programs that are Mac-
exclusive anymore. Attempts to
make Mac-only programs are
quickly matched by a PC with
the same features and same
operability, and certainly with
better reliability.
There’s a reason Macintoshes
have been reduced to a fraction of the PC mar-
ket share. They are useless relics of the com-
puter past, supported by a flamboyant and
vocal minority of people who place more value
on their computers’ exterior appearance and
less on their actual function. 
These are the types of people who look at a
functioning PC and turn their noses up and
snort in disgust.
“Humph. That evil Bill Gates is poisoning
your mind,” they sneer. “At least our kind are
still free.”
Well, people, this writer is still free, and
while I don’t think Bill Gates is all that great
either, at least he makes stuff that WORKS
and doesn’t make me want to throw the com-
puter out the window.
Until the time comes when Apple folds and
limits itself to making designer furniture, I
will suffer through the pain of working with a
Mac. 
It’s time to give up, Apple. You’ve become
too fruity.
Macs: Great paperweights, awful computers
The Rod
They are useless relics of the
computer past, supported by a
flamboyant and vocal minority
of people who place more value
on their computers’ exterior
appearance and less on their
actual function.
Montana should pick
state drink too
Editorial
Rhode Island has the Quahog.
Oklahoma has its Mistletoe.
Maine has wintergreen.
Massachusetts has the Navy bean.
These are all symbols that make up parts of our great
50 states. 
The basics are all there, the state bird, song, animal,
etc. But did you know that some states have an official
cooking pot? Like Utah’s: the dutch oven. And the state
muffin for New York is the apple muffin.
Oddly enough state officials have deemed it important
to name an official beverage for some states. Topping the
list is none other than the poster beverage for the
decade, milk. Nine states have milk as their state drink. 
Now it’s true, not everyone can agree on everything
and some groups push it to the limits. The Milwaukee
Journal reported that People for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals is protesting Wisconsin’s choice of milk as
their beverage. Milk is apparently inhumane and not as
healthy as other drinks. They claim that beer would be
the “safe” way to go. This anti-dairy effort is udderly
ridiculous.
PETA’s campaign recommends college students to
“wipe off those milk mustaches” and replace them with
foam from a brew, not a “moo.” Well it’s news to us here
at the Kaimin that in the long run milk doesn’t kill
brain cells and if you drive your car chock full of milk,
you probably won’t crash it — but heck just drink beer.
Both milk and beer are two fine home-grown prod-
ucts. They can both be enjoyed under certain and differ-
ent circumstances, but no beer in our Lucky Charms,
please.
PETA also claims that millions of Americans can’t
digest milk, but that’s no reason why we should deprive
Wisconsin or Delaware or Vermont of calling milk their
beverage of choice. 
Take for example Oklahoma, their state dance is the
square dance. Now don’t you think that most
Oklahomans have a better chance of digesting milk than
dancin’ a jig at the local square dance hall? So because
the majority of Oklahomans don’t square dance, does
that mean they should get rid of it as their state dance?
No.
Wisconsin should keep milk as their beverage if the
gurus up in the Montana state capitol jump on the band
wagon and get an official beverage for us. How about
Cherry Coke? Oh wait, we are banning Coke here on
campus right? Cherry Pepsi then.
– Lisa Hornstein
OPINION
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Around the Oval
In a CBS interview, Saddam Hussein challenged
President George W. Bush to a live, televised debate.
Should Bush take up the challenge?  What would be the
most surprising thing to come out of the debate?
•Oliver Nordlound 
history, sophomore
•Koralyn Johns
biology, freshman
Yes, I think he should. Debating would be a more civilized
way to work things out. By debating Saddam Hussein he
can save face.
Saddam Hussein’s willingness to disarm would probably be
the most surprising thing.
No, I don’t think Bush should. He’s got his heart set on
doing what he wants to do.
If Bush actually would take things into consideration it would
be the most surprising thing.
CHECK OUT THE KAIMIN ONLINE
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Letters must include signature (name in the
case of E-mail), valid mailing address, tele-
phone number and student’s year and major, if
applicable. All letters are subject to editing for
clarity and brevity.  Longer pieces may be sub-
mitted as guest columns.
Montana Kaimin Our 105thYear
Column by
Chris Rodkey
Correction:
Tuesday’s Kaimin misspelled the name of Lloyd Chesnut, the vice president for research and
development. The Kaimin regrets the error.
Help find car 
vandal
I need help in finding the
person who side-swiped my car
in the big parking lot to the
west of the Adams Center on
Monday. A red vehicle caught
the rear fender of my brown
Suburban causing significant
damage. The accident occurred
sometime between 8:30 a.m.
and noon. I would appreciate
anyone who might have wit-
nessed this accident to contact
me at extension 2883.
Jerry Esmay
assistant chairman,
Department of Computer
Science
‘No war in Iraq’
I am writing to voice my
strong opposition toward a
pre-emptive strike on the peo-
ple of Iraq. If carried out this
war would be not only
immoral and devastating to
people around the globe, but it
would be unconstitutional. I
think it is time that President
Bush and the other supporters
of this unnecessary war re-
evaluate their priorities. There
are ample other ways that bil-
lions of dollars can be spent
for the betterment of humani-
ty instead of in destruction of
it.
Please take this letter as a
voice of strength and concern
when I speak for the majority
of the U.S. citizens when I say,
“NO WAR IN IRAQ”.
Please do everything in
your power to ensure a repre-
sentation of the voices of the
people of the United States.
Let all sides of the story be
heard.
Abrei Cloud
senior, psychology and dance
New shelter bad
for Missoula
In September 2001, the
Missoula City Council passed
Ordinance 3185 (the cat ordi-
nance) requiring citizens who
feed stray cats to take respon-
sibility for the cat or turn it
over to the city animal shelter.
Additionally, the city is build-
ing a new animal shelter by
the airport. It seems that
Missoula is making great
strides toward becoming a city
concerned for all of its animals
— stray and owned. My hopes
were proven wrong today by a
letter in the Missoulian (Feb.
17, “Shelter should have more
cat cages”).
In December of 2001, the
Council passed a resolution
delaying the enforcement of
Ordinance 3185 until the new
animal shelter was completed,
as the current facility “does
not have sufficient space
requirements to humanely
house cats that may be
brought in pursuant to
Ordinance 3185 ...” I must log-
ically conclude that this reso-
lution was based on the
assumption that the new facil-
ity would have more space
than the old one. Yet, I now
read in the Missoulian that
the number of cages will be
reduced (from the architect’s
planned 36) and that the new
cat room is actually smaller
than the old one.
How can the Council and
the City of Missoula pass and
enforce an ordinance that in
practicality is not feasible
because the new facility is
already woefully inadequate,
even before it opens? If a citi-
zen abides by the ordinance
and brings a stray cat to the
new animal shelter, s/he may
be told that the cat will be
euthanized? This directly
opposes the purpose of the
ordinance, and more impor-
tantly, is unethical.
Let’s move ahead, not back-
ward, in the ability of the shel-
ter to provide adequate and
humane space for stray cats.
The City Council should
require that all planned 36 cat
cages be installed at the new
animal shelter.
Jean Cornwall
coordinator, Athletic
Academic Services
Online education
lacks humanity
Students beware!  The
machines are hijacking our
education!  All Spanish II
classes, as well as many oth-
ers, now require that students
get online to find out assign-
ments, get course information,
get their syllabuses, and even
to take quizzes, on a new
interactive online program
called Blackboard.  As a stu-
dent, I find myself interacting
less with my professor and
more with my computer, and
at quiz time performing worse
due, in part, to the added pres-
sure of having only 10 minutes
to complete it. The teacher’s
position as a resource for their
students is being compro-
mised, and we the students
are paying the price.
The bigger issue here is the
effects of technology and the
Internet on our society, and
the wedge that it is driving
between us.  With every new
Web innovation we become
more bound to our machines,
and less dependent on real
people for social and material
interactions.  We are becoming
a nation of faceless users, each
with our own screen name and
password.  John is no longer
“John”; he is now
John73856@cyberspace.com.
We can check the weather out-
side our front door, order our
groceries, book plane tickets,
shop for clothes, or learn to
knit dog sweaters, all on the
Web.  
I’ve had enough of this the-
entire-world-is-online BS.  I’ve
had enough of the continuous-
ly decreasing quality of my
education that I’ve had to face
every year of my public school
career.  I didn’t pay thousands
of dollars in tuition to learn
from a machine; if I had want-
ed to take an online class I
would have signed up for one.
I want teachers and work-
sheets, not robots and hyper-
links.  Stop the machines from
substituting our world of
human-to-human interaction,
for one of https, bytes per sec-
ond, and the all powerful
point-and-click.
Brady Lang
senior, anthropology
Uncle Luke needs
to park it
In Wednesday’s Kaimin,
Luke Johnson (a.k.a.: Uncle
Luke) proved how little he
knows about the University’s
parking problems and solu-
tions.
If the good Uncle would
actually do some research into
the issue (a problem I notice
that certain Kaimin editorial-
izers have been plagued with
lately), he would know a few
things:
1.) The Park-n-Ride is not
brought to you by the adminis-
tration but rather by ASUM’s
Office of Transportation, and
serves hundreds of students
daily.
2.) Another positive thing
done to ease the parking situa-
tion has been the negotiation
of the Mountain Line
Contract, allowing all Griz
Card holders to ride for free.
ASUM started this, and it is
now paid for by Main Hall.
3.) Increased bike parking
has also been installed to help
the problem and students can
even rent bikes through
ASUM’s Cruiser Co-Op pro-
gram.
4.) God blessed a good many
of us with two usable legs …
walking is not forbidden, even
if you do live more than two
blocks away. I walk at least to
or from my home daily.
5.) The parking garage is a
monstrosity and building
another one would raise the
cost of the decal to astronomi-
cal heights, not to mention
decrease air quality. The solu-
tion is not more spots, the
solution is more options.
6.) Parking is findable, even
at peak times, if you are will-
ing to park behind the stadi-
um. This would of course
require that you use your legs
to walk a little further to class,
but if you are committed to
driving it is there for you. 
So, Uncle Luke, there has
been more done than just a
Park-n-Ride and a parking
garage. Parking is a problem
and understanding that prob-
lem is the first step in finding
a real solution.
Alex M. Rosenleaf
senior, music and history
ASUM Senator
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Are you an undergraduate student engaged in a research or creative (performance,
exhibit) project?  Then consider joining undergraduates in disciplines across campus
at UMCUR 2003 (UM Conference on Undergraduate Research) and making a
presentation on your project!  UMCUR 2003 will be held from Thursday evening
through Saturday, April 3-5.
Brief proposals are due by Monday, March 10th.
Further information about the conference is available at the UMCUR web site
(www.umcur.org) or by contacting Gerald Fetz, Dean, Davidson Honors College at
ext. 5201 or fllgaf@selway.umt.edu or Professor Garon Smith, Chemistry Dept., at
ext. 5606 or garons@selway.umt.edu.
Proposals must be submitted online at the web site indicated above
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Letters to the editor
Have a problem
with the Kaimin?
Don’t get all spikey
about it, write a letter.
We welcome letters under 300
words.
Go ahead and drop them off
in the Kaimin office, 
Journalism 107, or send 
them via the 
Information Superhighway to 
letters@kaimin.org
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Law team takes second place in national competition
Country band The
Montgomery Dudes lost their
lead singer to death and were
attempting to reach a partner-
ship with his replacement. A
woman was defamed by a major
broadcasting company that erro-
neously identified her as a pros-
titute on a documentary. A
movie extra took unauthorized
pictures at the set and sold
them to a tabloid magazine. 
These scenarios, despite their
sensational mood, didn’t occur in
Hollywood. They were the prob-
lems handed to the University of
Montana’s negotiation team at
this year’s American Bar
Association Negotiation Team
National Competition, where the
team took second place. 
Fordham University of the
Bronx, N.Y., took first. Twenty
teams competed at the event,
which was held Feb. 8-9 in
Seattle, Wash. 
The subject was entertain-
ment law. 
Second-year law student
Malin Stearns said they used
the interest-based model strate-
gy because it involves more com-
munication. 
“In traditional negotiation,
you sit down and try to find a
middle ground by stating your
position. In interest-based nego-
tiation, you try to communicate
the reasons behind the posi-
tions,” she said. 
The strategy worked well for
UM’s team, said Todd Denison,
the third-year law student and
other half of the two-person
team. 
“The common view in negoti-
ations is that one side is more
powerful, and dominates. This
model isn’t so cutthroat,” he
said.
Denison and Stearns have
been working together since
September. After tying for sec-
ond at the regional competition
in November, they took a short
break, then practiced through
January for the national compe-
tition. 
Klaus Sitte, Missoula lawyer
and coach of the team, said the
tremendous amount of time they
spent practicing contributed to
their success. 
“They were very good at pick-
ing up on each other’s cues.
Their timing was something
wonderful to watch,” Sitte said. 
Denison agreed. “We prac-
ticed so much it became natural.
We could read each other’s
minds almost,” he said. 
Stearns pointed to Sitte as a
big part of their success. 
“His advice is invaluable, and
he’s a natural communicator,”
she said. 
Denison and Stearns make
up one third of the team. 
Sitte, who has been coaching
the team for 12 years, said there
are always three teams of two.
In September of each year,
law students compete for a place
on the team. They practice twice
a week for three hours by going
over past cases and tackling
hypothetical cases. 
Besides competing, members
are able to hone their skills by
practicing constantly.
Negotiating is a vital part of
law, said Denison.
“Negotiation is a skill that
transcends all forms of law. It’s
like reading and writing for a
lawyer,” he said. 
Sitte said that negotiating is
an important skill for everyone. 
“You negotiate every day,” he
said. “With your significant
other, car dealer, landlord,
friends, everyone.”
Because of its second-place
finish, the team is an alternate
for the upcoming international
tournament in Calgary, Alberta. 
“I’d be really excited if we
were invited,” said Stearns. “We
have an advantage because we
are so close, and I wouldn’t be
surprised if we got to go.”
Katie Klingsporn
Montana Kaimin
Student organizations at the
University of Montana are
spending 10 minutes each asking
ASUM for funds from the
Senate’s budget.
“It’s an opportunity for stu-
dent groups because all ASUM
has heard is recommendations
from executives,” said Christy
Schilke, ASUM vice president.
Each group filled out a form
that requested funding for specif-
ic materials or events at the
beginning of the year, and the
senate allotted a certain amount
of the money each group request-
ed. This lobbying session will
allow those groups to sit down
personally with the senate,
explain what their group is about
and how they could use extra
money.
From 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. a differ-
ent group enters the UC study
lounge every 10 minutes to for-
mally lobby ASUM. After that, in
an informal lobby, the groups
have an extra hour for a face-to-
face chat with individual sena-
tors.
The sessions help the ASUM
senators by allowing them a
glimpse at the organizations and
burning their needs into their
memories.
“It’s a lot of work, and a long
time to remember what each
group needed,” Schilke said.
ASUM also takes the time to
explain how the groups might be
able to receive further funding
from other areas across the cam-
pus, including President Dennison’s
budget, and an appropriate
dean’s executive budget. Also, the
Senate may give tips on how the
group can cut back on money like
having meetings in the UC for
free, or even getting an office there.
ASUM will allot every penny
of its $680,000 budget for the
groups while holding a smaller
amount in a special allocation
fund in which organizations can
request additional money
throughout the year for events or
speakers.
“In particular, our budget got
cut in office supplies,” said Heidi
Loendorf, volunteer coordinator
for the Women’s Center. 
Her group lost funding that
would be needed for magazine
subscriptions and printing and
hopes to make up for some of
those losses during the lobbying
sessions, Loendorf said.
The Lambda Alliance hopes to
get enough money to cover the
costs of events and dances it
finds important to hold every
year, like its support of Gay
Pride Week, said Kris Monson,
Lambda’s special event director
and treasurer.
Meanwhile, some organiza-
tions want to explore new activities. 
The South and Southeast
Asian Cultural Organization
requested additional funding so
that it can form an official cricket
team to participate in nearby
tournaments and challenge
Montana State University’s
team, said Shailesh Agarwal, the
group’s president.
Student groups have already
been allotted a certain amount of
funding, and most are given at
least a little more after the meet-
ings, but nothing is certain until
ASUM decides on the appropria-
tions Mar. 8.
i  H E L P E D S A V E a L I F E T O D A Y. i G A V E P L A S M A .
Natalie McKee. College Student
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www.biolifeplasma.com
My roommate used to do it all the time. Finally, she talked me into it.
I was a little nervous at first, but it really was easy. It didn’t hurt and only took two
hours.Then, when I found out that plasma was used to make medicines for people
with hemophilia and other illnesses, I felt even better.The money didn’t hurt either...
it helps make ends meet when things are tight. But even after I’m out of college,
I’m still going to give plasma. Because its a way I can help other people... because its
the right thing to do.
160$E A C H  M O N T H  Y O U  C A N  R E C E I V E  U P  T O
Groups seek additional
funding from ASUM
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin
Tuesday, Feb. 18, 12:17 a.m.
Public Safety referred a stu-
dent to his probation officer
and two others to Residence
Life after receiving a call that
there was a strong odor of
marijuana coming from an
Elrod Hall dorm room.
When officers arrived, no
drugs or paraphernalia were
found. The students received
no tickets, but because the
officers suspected that illegal
activity was taking place, the
students still have to deal with
the Residence Life office.
“You can’t smoke in the
dorms,” said Capt. Jim
Lemcke, assistant director of
Public Safety. “And specifically
you can’t smoke dope in the
dorms.”
Thursday, Feb. 20, 
3:29 to 4:24 p.m.
Public Safety tagged
seven vehicles as aban-
doned on Thursday.
Lemcke said the rash of
activity had to do with
them playing a little bit
of catch-up. Vehicles are
tagged after 10 days of non-
activity, Lemcke said, and the
owners now have five addition-
al days to move their cars
before they are impounded. 
Public Safety makes every
attempt to notify the owners, he
said, but sometimes the vehi-
cles owners are never reached. 
“Several of these are no
longer residents, no longer stu-
dents,” he said.
“They just left
their cars behind.
They’re not the
most highly prized
automobiles.”
Thursday, Feb.
20, 
11:51 p.m.
Public Safety received a call
that a man was laying in the
middle of the road near the
corner of Maurice Avenue and
Beckwith Avenue, according to
Public Safety records. 
The report said that one
man was laying on the ground,
and that the other was trying
to get him up.
“(They were) a couple of 40-
year-old guys who were just
drunk and stum-
bling home,”
Lemcke said. 
The individual
was unsuc-
cessful in his
attempts to
pull his friend
up, Lemcke
said, and an
ambulance took
him to the hospi-
tal.
“He was simply
too intoxicated,”
Lemcke said. 
Friday, Feb. 21, 9:22 a.m.
Public Safety filed a report
about loud students drinking
beer on the fifth floor of the
Mansfield Library. 
A student employee saw the
students drinking, Lemcke
said, but by the time the
library officials went to check
it out, all but one of the indi-
viduals were gone.
“By the time employees got
up there, all that was left was
trash,” Lemcke said. 
No one was cited for the
actions.
Friday, Feb. 21, 9:39 p.m.
One underage female was
arrested and spent the night
in jail for obstructing an offi-
cer in the Adams Center park-
ing lot during the Bobcat-
Grizzly women’s basketball
game, Lemcke said. 
There were other people
with her and that they all
received MIP tickets. The
female arrested made one
major mistake, he said.
“There were three intoxicat-
ed young ladies in the parking
lot,” Lemcke said. “The female
ended up moving her car after
she was instructed not to
because she had been drink-
ing.”
After being arrested, offi-
cers found that she was carry-
ing a fake ID, and she received
a ticket for that as well. 
Saturday, Feb. 22, 2:32 p.m.
Public Safety officers
responded to a vehicle/bicycle
accident near the corner of
Van Buren Street and Campus
Drive.
No one was injured in the
wreck, Lemcke said, and the
accident was deemed the bicy-
clist’s fault. 
“Even though the sign
clearly says stop and that bicy-
cles must stop, she didn’t,” he
said. 
The bike was rendered
unrideable and the girl was
given a ride home in the car
that hit her.
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Date: March 13th
Place: SKAGGS Building
Time: 5:30 p.m.(Pizza
and drinks will be served)
INFORMATION SESSION AND INTERVIEW
SIGN-UP FOR OWENS HEALTHCARE
We are also scheduled to
meet students for individual
interviews on March 14th
(sign up in the Career Center).
Since 1957 Owens Health has been committed to
being a premier provider of innovative healthcare
solutions in the areas of home infusion, institutional
pharmacy, home medical equipment and community
pharmacy.  We are located in beautiful Redding
California near Whiskey Town and Shasta Lakes.
We offer competitive benefits (medical/den-
tal/vision), three weeks vacation plus six
days of sick leave, a matching 401(k) plan,
paid bereavement and jury duty days, seven
paid holidays, life insurance and more. We
will also offer assistance in paying for the
California Pharmacy Board Preparation.
To answer any questions, our
phone number is 530-229-1135
or visit our website at
www.owenshealthcare.com
Resumes may be e-mailed to:
www.hrowenshealthcare.com
Native American Studies
Native American
Scholarship Deadline:
Monday, March 3, 2003 at 5:00 pm
For information call
Ilene Hill, NAS Advisor
at 243-5834
The Rhinoceros & US Smokeless Tobacco
Presents
“Copenhagen Calling”
Sat. March 1st from 9:00 - ?
Join us for a fun, smoke-free event with
Give-a-ways and Beer specials. 
Oh Wear Your Boots!
The Rhinoceros will be giving away:
•Samples • X Box • Party Favors and Much More
Charge in and get your horn wet!
158 Ryman Downtown
Don’t Download
For Free When
You Can Get Paid
up to 
$360
a month
Sperm Donors
Needed!
•Anonymous program
•Must be 18-35 
& in good health
Call the donor info line
549-0958
NW Andrology
& Cryobank
Missoula, MT
*Egg donors also needed
*Minority donors encouraged
Street sleeper, sedan strike, swigging spirits, smoking students
Police Blotter
Jared Ritz
Montana Kaimin
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Griz to challenge Sac State, NAU
The Montana Grizzlies
leave the frigid Missoula
weather to travel down to sun-
nier Sacramento State for a
vital conference game
Thursday night.
The game carries impor-
tance for both teams’ playoff
hopes, especially Sacramento
State’s.
The Hornets are 4-8 in the
conference and probably have
to win these last two games to
get into the tournament. This
game against third-place 6-6
Montana could decide their
season.
“This is their season,” said
Montana junior forward Ryan
Pederson. “They’re going to
come out with a lot of fire.
We’re going to be in for a bat-
tle.”
Sacramento State is a team
with speed that uses its quick-
ness in its man-to-man
defense, said Montana head
coach Pat Kennedy. 
The Grizzlies beat the
Hornets 66-59 earlier this
month, and Kennedy said he
doesn’t expect Sac State to do
much differently than last
time, continuing to take
advantage of its speed.
“I don’t think they’ll do any-
thing special that’s different
than their regular game plan,”
Kennedy said. “If they do, we’ll
be ready.”
Sacramento State enters
the game ranked last in the
Big Sky in scoring defense and
second to last in scoring
offense. The Hornets also rank
last or near last in a handful
of other statistical categories.
However, throughout the
season the Hornets have
proved they have the ability to
make enough big plays during
games to stay close until the
end, and then surprise teams
by pulling out clutch wins.
Montana, though, has had
quite a bit of practice with
close games as of late, with its
last three games being decided
by four points or less.
In Montana’s last game
against Montana State, junior
Steve Horne erupted for a
career-high 20 points to go
along with 12 rebounds.
Another strong performance
by Horne, or any other third
scorer besides leading scorers
David Bell and Kevin Criswell,
will once again be a key to vic-
tory for Montana.
“All year we have said that
our X-factor is Steve or our
bench,” Kennedy said. “A third
scorer or more is very impor-
tant.”
A balanced scoring attack
fuels Sacramento State. No
player averages higher than
12 points per game, but three
players average around 10
points per game. Derek
Lambeth, the leading scorer,
has the lowest scoring average
of any player leading his team
in the Big Sky.
The Grizzlies want to main-
tain third place going into the
tournament, or at the very least
drop no further than fourth.
“Third or fourth would give
us a home game (in the tour-
nament),” Kennedy said.
“We’ve got to win at least one
of these games (Sac State or
Northern Arizona).”
The Hornets have never
made it to the Big Sky tourna-
ment. They will get another
chance to help their cause for
a postseason berth after the
Montana game with a home
contest against Montana State
on Saturday.
Montana also finishes its
season on Saturday with a
road game at Northern
Arizona.
Myers Reece
Montana Kaimin
Griz freshman forward Mike
Chavez began practicing with
the Grizzlies Monday after
being suspended for most of
February.
Chavez, the 6-foot-7-inch
rookie from Browning, was
charged with DUI earlier this
season. Chavez pleaded inno-
cent to drunken driving and five
other misdemeanor charges, but
Griz head coach Pat Kennedy
still suspended him for five
games.
Kennedy officially re-instated
Chavez to the squad Tuesday.
“Mike has been working hard
and he knows what our expecta-
tions of him are,” Kennedy said
in a press release Tuesday. “He
has been doing everything that
we have asked of him and I
thought that he had earned the
opportunity to rejoin our pro-
gram.”
Wednesday the team was en
route to Sacramento State for a
game on Thursday, but Kennedy
told the Kaimin via cell phone
from Sacramento’s airport that
he wasn’t sure whether Chavez
would play.
“When all of this happened to
Mike, we made basketball take
a secondary aspect,” Kennedy
said. “We are more concerned
with what’s going on with him
personally, and right now, I don’t
know if he’ll play or not. That’s
not our primary concern.”
Chavez has been taking the
proper steps to work his way
back to the team, Kennedy said.
Kennedy would not specify
exactly what Chavez had to do
to rejoin and said it was a pri-
vate matter.
Strangely enough, the last
time Chavez played was against
Sacramento State at home as he
contributed four points to the
Grizzlies’ win over the Hornets.
Prior to his suspension,
Chavez was averaging 4.2
points and 3.6 rebounds per
game. He had also played in 20
of UM’s first 21 games and
started in six.
“We will continue to support
Mike,” Kennedy said. “And as I
have said before, I believe that
he still has an outstanding
chance to have a positive future
here at the University of
Montana.”
Chavez rejoins Griz
after alleged DUI
Brittany Hageman
Kaimin Sports Editor
Larry Bird was to
Frenchlick, Ind., basketball what
Brittany Hageman was to
Sheridan, Mont., basketball.
OK, OK, so that’s a terrible
comparison, and I should in no
way be compared to one of the
greatest white men to ever play
the game. Maybe I just wanted
to say the word “Frenchlick.”
But seriously, we both did
grow up playing sports in
Hicksville, USA, population zero.
With no malls to go to, no
movies to see, I know only too
well how the small-town kid turns
to athletics for something to do.
And as any small-town ath-
lete will attest to, games on the
weekend were the highlight of
the week, the lifeblood to the
town so to speak.
When Friday night rolls
around, everyone in the county
drops what he’s doing, jumps in
his truck and heads to the game.
Sometimes the dog comes,
too.
While playing high school
basketball in Sheridan
(Montana, not Wyoming, mind
you), I knew just what to expect
when I ran onto the floor for
warm-ups.
The stink of farmer Joe’s BO
would be wafting in the air and
our tiny gym would be packed
elbow-to-elbow. (Not because we
were so good, but because there
were only about 100 seats in the
whole joint.)
I could look up at the top row
in the middle of the bleachers and
know my parents would be sitting
right there — my mom wearing
purple and white with about
three buttons of yours truly on
her chest and my dad finishing
up the final bites of a hotdog.
Oh, I suppose I did find com-
fort in knowing every one in the
crowd...and most from the oppos-
ing team as well.
And all of this seemed nor-
mal, at least until I returned
from college to watch (cringe) a
high school basketball game in
Sheridan.
I warned my friend when she
came with me that she would be
exposed to at least one or more
of the following:
1. Someone’s mother dressed
in a flannel shirt and wranglers
standing up midway through the
first quarter screaming, “Hey,
ref, get No. 24 the hell (pro-
nounced heel) off my kid (pro-
nounced keed.)”
2. Six people on the program
who all share the last name
Maddison.
3. Someone’s dog running
onto the court. Why do people
insist on bringing them to the
game?
4. Bingo at halftime.
5. A nine-member pep band.
But despite all the “bass-ack-
wardsness” (like my mom says)
of the game, my friend said she
had a wonderful time. 
“This explains so much about
you,” she said to me and
laughed.
And the funny thing is,
although I don’t like to admit it,
maybe it does.
Small-town kids have the
advantage of being able to play
both on the basketball team and
in the pep-band, to be in student
council and on the swim team.
My father, who also happens
to be the superintendent in the
booming metropolis of Sheridan,
says this creates well-rounded
kids. 
Hm, I don’t know.
Maybe that’s his way of brain-
washing me into thinking I did-
n’t miss out on going to concerts,
big-city parades or art museums. 
Maybe that’s his excuse for
explaining why I never was
great at just one thing, but
mediocre in many areas.
Or maybe, he’s absolutely
right.
True, all I ever wanted as a
youngster was to be like Larry
Bird or Michael Jordan. But
thank God I didn’t put all my
stock into being like Mike or
becoming Larry the Legend
because I’d be sitting here, 5-
foot-6-inches of pudgy white girl
with a broken heart.
But there is a happy ending
to the story, I promise.
Although I wasn’t able to
hone my basketball skills to the
caliber of UM’s Brooklynn
Lorenzen or Jill Henkel, living
and breathing sports as a small-
town kid allowed me to become
the next best thing — a sports
writer.
Living vicariously through the
players does have its benefits: I
don’t get the bumps and bruises,
no two-a-day practices or
planter’s warts.
But although I get to watch
as many Griz games as my heart
desires, it just seems like some-
thing’s missing...
There’s no bingo, no dogs, no
hollering rednecks (well, most of
the time).
It makes me laugh and half-
smile that even though I try to
forget it, I’m still a small-town
kid at heart.
What’s that they say about
how you can’t run from your
past for too long or it will end
up catching up with you? Well,
Sheridan finally has and I’m
not so ashamed anymore of
not knowing what a cul-de-sac
is or how to operate an escala-
tor.
I’ve brought my small-town
experience with me, and I’m
game for anything.
Hoop dream nostalgia: rednecks, bingo and stray dogs
Brittany Hageman
Non-stop to Missoula
Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin
The man who only identified himself as the “Sentinel Shredder” catches air over Missoula Wednesday afternoon.
“The snow was good,” he said.
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Lady Griz to host Hornets, Lumberjacks
Lady Griz point guard shows her cool on, off court
During practice on Wednesday,
Lady Griz junior point guard
Brooklynn Lorenzen really wanted
to win the free-throw shooting con-
test against her teammates.
She wanted to win so badly that
she was willing to sacrifice her dig-
nity.
While sophomore forward Juliann
Keller stood at the line with a look
of determination on her face,
Lorenzen began to do a lit-
tle jig, singing “Who let
the dogs out?”
Lorenzen’s tactics
worked and Keller missed
the free throw.
She didn’t win the con-
test, but this incident
summed up Lorenzen’s
willingness to put it all on
the line in order to help
the Lady Griz win.
A three-year starter at the point
guard position, the 5-foot-5 Lorenzen
from Corvallis, Ore. is again leading
the Big Sky Conference in assists
and assist-to-turnover ratio. 
Lorenzen has started every game
in her college career, but she would
be the first one to admit that it sur-
prises her.
“I came in, I didn’t know I was
going to be starting the first game
of my career here,” Lorenzen said.
“Then I see my name up on the
white board. Rob (Selvig)  wrote
my name up there and I am ask-
ing all these players, ‘What does
that mean?’ And they whispered
to me, ‘That means you’re start-
ing.’”
After her first collegiate game in
which head coach Robin Selvig
inserted her into the starting line-
up, Lorenzen became a fixture for
the Lady Griz, starting 72 games in
a row. 
“Brooklynn is a great player and
leader for us,” Selvig said . “She’s
having an outstanding year and
she’s your prototype of a point
guard. She can really pass and han-
dle and she’s also scoring with the
ball very well. And I couldn’t be hap-
pier with her play.”
Lorenzen’s uncanny ability to see
the court makes her a top point
guard, teammate Jill Henkel said.
With nearly six assists per
game, Lorenzen takes pride
in making her teammates
look good.
“I would have to give cred-
it to my team,” Lorenzen
said.  “I mean assists come
from my team members fin-
ishing shots, so I definitely
thank them on a daily
basis.”
However, having two dom-
inant post players like sophomores
Crystal Baird and Hollie Tyler make
her job easier.
“It’s awesome,” Lorenzen said.
“You just throw the ball up pretty
high and one of them will catch it.
Hollie’s got those monkey arms.
She’s got the best hands I have ever
seen. And Crystal, man, she just
hovers over everyone else. It’s a
point guard’s dream.” 
She describes her passes to the
“Twin Towers of the Big Sky
Conference”  as the greatest feeling
she receives from the game.
“If I can drop a sweet dime, that’s
the best feeling in the world,”
Lorenzen said.
The Lady Griz feature a two-
headed monster at point guard. A
monster that consists of Lorenzen
and senior point guard LeAnn
Montes, Lorenzen’s back-up. But as
Lorenzen sees it, no one is really
any one’s back-up.
“It’s great having her,” Lorenzen
said. “Just because I feel like no
matter who is in at the point, I am
confident no matter what that our
team is going to do well whether or
not I am on the bench or she is.”
Montes shares Lorenzen’s point of
view. 
“She’s a cool person and a good
friend,” Montes said. “She’s just
awesome to play with and I am
going to miss her for sure when I am
done with basketball.”
Lorenzen may seem like your
everyday unselfish point guard, but
it’s what occurs before the games
that makes her a true character.
Lorenzen is high-strung. 
During warm-ups before each
game, Lorenzen jumps in place to
the sounds of the University of
Montana Pep Band and slaps five
with all of her teammates to pump
up herself and her teammates. 
“I just like to get my blood flowing
and stuff,” Lorenzen said. “Because
usually if I get too excited, I get
tired really soon. So I try to get my
first wind knocked out of me at the
beginning and get my second wind
so I am OK.”
She also is the biggest cheer-
leader that the Lady Griz have. 
“I have fun everyday with basket-
ball,” Lorenzen said. “Every
moment’s pretty fun except for when
we lose. I can tell you the worst is
when we lose, but anytime we win
that’s a great freakin’ moment.”
Basketball is Lorenzen’s main
focus at this point in her life, but
she enjoys recognizing the lighter
side of life. 
“I like to make people laugh and I
like to kid around a lot,” Lorenzen
said. “I mean, I am serious when it
comes to basketball. Other than that
I try not to let too many things get
to me.”
Showcasing the stranger part of
her personality, Lorenzen said that
she wanted to be remembered as the
coolest kid on campus after she
leaves UM.
To ensure her goal, Lorenzen and
senior teammate Juile Deming wrote
a song about their collective cool-
ness. 
“Brooklynn and I decided that we
were the coolest girls on campus,”
Deming said. “So we wrote a song
about it and put music to it with a
chorus and everything. It also
comes with a little skit and we put
it on CD and it’s now available in
stores for the low, low price of
$15.99.”
While having fun off the court,
Lorenzen insists that she is all busi-
ness on the basketball court. 
“Right now I would have to say
that basketball and my team are
my passion in life,” Lorenzen said.
“I don’t know what I am going to
do when I am done with basket-
ball, so right now that is what I
live for.”
No matter how serious she
remains on the court, Lorenzen can’t
help but sing “Who Let the Dogs
Out,” showing her level of comfort
with her teammates and the family
that they represent.
“That is probably why we have
been so successful,” Lorenzen said.
“Because we are able to play as one
team even though we are all totally
different people.”
Will Cleveland
Montana Kaimin
Sacramento State brings its
winless conference record to
Missoula Thursday for a Big Sky
showdown with the 7-3
University of Montana Lady
Griz, but don’t expect a blood-
bath, head coach Robin Selvig
said.
“When you play someone who
is having a tough year like Sac
State is, you got to make sure
you’re ready to play,” Selvig said.
“We need to be excited about play-
ing, we only have two home games
left and we need to go out and
worry about us playing great. If
we do that we’re going to be fine.”
Sac State has lost only one
conference game this season by
fewer than 10 points.
On Feb. 1, Sac State hosted
the Lady Griz in Sacramento
and lost the game 82-41 before
less than 400 fans.
Regardless of Sac State’s poor
record, Selvig said that his team
will not overlook the Hornets
when they come to Missoula. 
“If we overlook them then
they will make us pay,” Selvig
said . “They got some good play-
ers and they have had a lot of
injuries and lost kids, but they’ve
been competitive and we need to
make sure we are ready for
them.”
Junior guard Brooklynn
Lorenzen echoed Selvig’s senti-
ments and also added that the
Lady Griz just need to worry
about the Lady Griz.
“That would just make their
year if they came into our house
and beat the University of
Montana,” Lorenzen said. “But
obviously we just have to pre-
pare and worry more about get-
ting ourselves excited for this
game.”
Sac State features the inside-
outside combo of freshman guard
Sarah Craig and junior center
Danielle Iceman, who are com-
bining for nearly 21 points and
10 rebounds a game.
Also on the perimeter, the
Lady Griz will need to focus on
junior guard Diane Peterson, a
player that Selvig describes as a
loose cannon. 
On the year, Peterson has
attempted 159 three-pointers,
but she has only connected on 26
percent of those attempts.
Lorenzen, however, antici-
pates that the Hornets will have
trouble matching up with soph-
omore centers Hollie Tyler and
Crystal Baird who stand at 6-
foot-3 and 6-foot-4 respectively.  
On other fronts, the injury
bug has visited the Lady Griz in
the last week.
Sophomore forward Lynsey
Monaco has a swollen left foot from
a bone bruise and is not expected
to suit up tomorrow against the
Hornets, Lorenzen said.
Also, freshman forward Darci
Sandoval, who didn’t dress last
week for the game against
Montana State, has been experi-
encing problems with her asth-
ma medication and also might
not dress for Thursday’s game,
Lorenzen said.
The flu bug has also been
spotted in the Lady Griz camp as
senior guard LeAnn Montes and
Julie Deming, a red-shirt senior,
experienced flu-like symptoms in
Tuesday’s practice. Both are
expected to be fine, Lorenzen
said. Due to the sudden rash of
injuries and illness, assistant
coach Shannon Cate-Schweyen,
the only Kodak All-American in
the history of the Big Sky
Conference, was forced into
action and partook in the scrim-
mages during the practice. But
don’t expect a comeback from
Cate-Schweyen, who has since
exhausted all college eligibility.
Nonetheless, the depleted
Lady Griz will host Sac State
Thursday at 7:35 p.m. in the
Adams Center. On Saturday the
Northern Arizona Lumberjacks
will come to town looking to
improve their two-game winning
streak. 
Will Cleveland
Montana Kaimin
Matt Hayes/Montana Kaimin
Sophomore Crystal Baird (left) and freshman Corrie Villegas work on their shots during practice Wednesday afternoon
in the Adams Center. The Lady Griz will battle Big Sky opponent Sacramento State at home Thursday night.
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Schoolhouse rocks, dirt and trees 
hat’s the reward for hik-
ing?,” asked one student as she
trudged up a path in Pattee
Canyon to see a ponderosa pine
tree that was at least 500 years
old.  
“Hiking only makes your legs
tired,” another chimed in. 
“Yeah, and I have a soccer
tournament tomorrow!” 
“How many more steps do we
have to the Grandfather Tree?” 
“I think about a 1,000 feet,”
Mara Saccoccia said with a mis-
chievous smile. 
Saccoccia is a biology major at
the University of Montana and
the winter intern at Missoula
Outdoor Learning Adventures.
On Friday, Feb. 21, the woods
at Pattee Canyon echoed with
voices, laughter and a bit of
whining as 26 sixth graders from
Meadow Hill School participated
in the MOLA program. Saccoccia
was their teacher for the day, and
their trudge around Pattee
Canyon took the place of their
regularly scheduled classes.
The class was split into two
groups of 13. While one group
went cross-country skiing, the
other went on a hike and learned
about winter ecology. 
orter Hammitt, founder and
owner of MOLA, graduated from
UM in 1995 with a master’s
degree in recreation manage-
ment with an emphasis in out-
door education.  Hammitt said he
saw a need in the community for
a program that would educate
children in the outdoors sur-
rounding the community they
live in.
“I see an amazing landscape
around us that’s somewhat taken
for granted by the people who
grew up here,” Hammitt said. 
MOLA strives to teach aware-
ness, appreciation, understand-
ing and a sense of stewardship
toward natural resources,
Hammitt said. 
Six years after its inception,
MOLA has helped educate about
500 middle school children every
year in Missoula. MOLA is fund-
ed by the U.S. Forest Service, the
Montana Community
Foundation, the Environmental
Protection Agency and the com-
munity of Missoula. Yearly,
MOLA includes 20 teachers from
the Missoula school district, 15
student volunteers from UM,
several interns and one student
teacher, Hammitt said. 
An internship at MOLA lasts
six weeks and is not paid,
Saccoccia said. There is no previ-
ous experience needed, but a per-
son must be interested in teach-
ing, she said. 
The program focuses on tak-
ing kids outside the confines of
their classrooms. By leaving the
classroom, the children are able
to get hands-on experience with
the things they are learning
about, Saccoccia said. 
“It’s a good way to introduce
kids to nature, to get a change of
scenery and a lot of them haven’t
even been up here,” Saccoccia
said. “Seeing things out in
nature, in a real place and talk-
ing about it helps them under-
stand a lot better.”
Each sixth-grade class par-
ticipates in MOLA three times
a year, in the fall, winter and
spring, Saccoccia said.
Generally, Saccoccia works
three days a week with a differ-
ent class every day.
The goal of MOLA is to instill
an understanding of outdoor
ethics.
“I hope the students become
aware of their surroundings and
appreciate them, then they can
apply critical thinking about
what we are going to do to pro-
tect them,” Hammitt said. 
Over the years MOLA has
spread beyond just the school
district to include programs
offered to the general public and
a course taught by Hammitt at
UM.
hat are the three character-
istics in winter?” Saccoccia asked
the 13 sixth graders.
After a number of right,
wrong and somewhat peculiar
answers, the group decided on
three main things; cold, snow,
and that plants and animals
have less energy. 
After these three aspects of
winter were determined, it was
time to take a short hike to see
firsthand just how plants and
animals stay alive during the
winter months. 
In order to describe how ani-
mals adapt to the cold winter
months, Saccoccia carried the
skin of a coyote she called
“Wiley.” 
Although most of the kids
only wondered whether she had
killed it herself,  Saccoccia used
the coyote to explain that a coy-
ote’s thick hair traps body heat
so the animal can stay warm all
night. Then the hike continued
up to the Grandfather Tree to
learn how “he” stays alive during
the winter. 
The Grandfather Tree is an
enormous ponderosa pine. It took
four kids holding hands to meas-
ure all the way around the tree’s
trunk. Saccoccia told the kids
that the slanted branches allow
snow to fall off the tree so the
weight of the winter’s snow does-
n’t break the tree’s long limbs.
She also described how the tree
gets sugars out of the ground,
which allow it to grow new
branches. 
The children sat quietly
around the tree while Saccoccia
spoke. They listened attentively
and seemed genuinely interested.
“The grandfather tree is the
coolest because it’s alive,”
Madison Schmidt said.
But the attention spans of
sixth graders can only last so
long, and soon Saccoccia’s lesson
was interrupted.
“Um, my butt’s cold, can we
go?” asked one girl. 
Saccoccia hadn’t finished her
lesson yet, so to help the children
warm their chilled bodies she
made them get up and do jump-
ing jacks and toe touches.
Then she read them an
excerpt from Jack London’s “To
Build a Fire.” After that the
group headed down to look at a
stump they visited last fall.
Here, the kids learned about
what animals do to get ready for
the winter months. 
The lessons the children learn
are incorporated with what they
are studying in their biology
class at school, Saccoccia said.
Hammitt said he writes the les-
son plans, but Saccoccia is
allowed to add whatever she
thinks will help the kids better
understand the lesson. 
“It’s teaching based off inter-
active learning which is much
more effective,” Saccoccia said.
“It helps them learn more and
remember more because it’s not
just getting them to memorize
something because someone told
them to, but because it really
makes sense.”
And the kids can attest to the
style of learning they experience
during their MOLA classes.
“The best part is that there is
no homework, no teachers and I
liked going up to the log and to
learn about the earth and the
sun,” Lynsi Barnes said. 
The teachers also enjoy watch-
ing their class learn in an out-
door environment. 
“I just think that its great
and the kids have such a good
time,” said Brittnie Keilman, a
health and P.E. teacher at
Meadow Hill. 
Saccoccia recognized that
teaching sixth graders can be a
bit of a challenge. But she said
she’s glad to have the chance to
get the kids excited about learn-
ing and found that sometimes
the kids aren’t the only ones who
walk away with new knowledge.
“I learn something new every
lesson that I teach,” she said. 
Saccocia (right) stops her students during the hike to point out a native plant called
kinnikinnick to explain how forest ecology is affected during the winter.
The best part is that there is no homework, 
no teachers and I liked going up to the log and to learn 
about the earth and the sun.
Sixth-grader Lynsi Barnes 
Missoula Outdoor Learning Adventures teaches in grandest of classrooms
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Sixth-grade Meadow Hill Middle School students John Thomas (left), Madison Schmidt (center) and
Margaret Persico fall behind the rest of the pack while hiking in the Pattee Canyone National
Recreational Area.
UM biology student Mara Saccocia (center) discusses animal winter survival tactics with Meadow Hill sixth grader
Kyle Kostelecky (right) Friday morning in Pattee Canyon National Recreation Area. Saccocia is interning this winter
for the Missoula Outdoor Program which gets students out of the classroom and into their surrounding environments
to educate them about nature.
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Photos by 
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Wow, it’s
been so long.
I really don’t
know what
to say. You
know the
last couple
of weeks
things have
been kind of
weird between us. Let’s just
admit it; things just haven’t been
the same, haven’t been like they
used to be, like old times. We
used to have so much fun togeth-
er, the world around us seemed
so new and exciting. 
Every morning seemed as
fresh as a warm load of laundry.
The days were short and only
seemed shorter when I spent
them with you. We were so care-
free back then. We were in love.
Soulmates. 
But it seems like that love has
faded. You’ve seemed so distant
lately. Have you met someone
else? I heard, from my cousin’s
friend’s brother that you’ve been
hanging out in Colorado a lot. Is
it true? Well, if it is, I don’t really
care anyway, because I know you
really aren’t that white-veiled
vixen everyone thinks you are.
I’ve seen you at your worst. I’ve
woken up next to you on those
grey mornings when you can’t
even muster the energy to roll
out of bed. You’re pathetic. You
sleep for days, weeks, or more
recently, months on end. You’re
disheveled and homely, and
sometimes I can’t even stand to
look at you. You’ve been dressing
in drab browns and pay little
attention to your appearance.
Your boots are caked with mud
and that winter parka you used
to wear so frequently has been
tossed aside for a soggy fleece.
You’re disgusting.
Oh god, I’m sorry. I don’t
mean that. Really, it’s just my
emotions talking. I miss you.
I know you can do better. I’ve
seen you shine. You are beautiful. 
I can still remember the day
we met. It seems like just yester-
day. It was September and I was
just swinging through town, or so
I thought.  Then you snuck up on
me, blind-sided me, plowed right
into me, like a one-ton Ford pick-
up with it’s snowplow down. I
was still hung up on fall and
then you came swirling into my
life. I was surprised as hell and
pretty damn smitten, to say the
least. I fell into your arms and
surrendered my soul. And in the
morning awoke to find the valley
soundly tucked in under a blan-
ket of white as soft and pure as
the down of the ugly duckling. 
And there you were, as supple
and fair skinned as Snow White.
You were ravishing, a dream
come true. I had found my lady
and wasn’t about to let you go.
As the pages of the calendar
turned you came and went, but I
always knew you’d make your
way back to town around the
same time every year. Some
years you were later than others
and some years you seemed as if
you were never going to leave.
Those are the years I remember
most fondly. 
But this year, it’s been a roller
coaster of emotions. One week
you’re here and the next you’re
gone, who knows where, proba-
bly off gallivanting with some
young buck whose better looking,
more dedicated or appears happi-
er to see you. He’s probably a lot
like I was so many years ago,
wide-eyed and rarin’ to go. 
And here I am left wondering
where you’ve run off to, where I
went wrong, what I did to
deserve this. I cry myself to
sleep. 
Then, out of the blue you’ll
return, like last weekend. And
while you might seem even more
frigid than before, it’s refreshing
to have you back. It sends shiv-
ers down my spine. I am glad
you returned and am happy
when I wake up to see your soft
white arms extended across the
valley. You always looked best in
white. 
But, I’m wary you’ll leave just
as I’m getting used to having you
around. I don’t want to get hurt
again, I won’t let you do that to me
again. I know now that I deserve
better. But, I’m willing to take you
back, as long as I know you won’t
leave me out in the warm again. 
It could be just like old times.
We’d wake early, play hard, tuck in
early and sleep soundly in the cold
calm of a real winter night. Let’s
just wash the slate clean. Make a
fresh start of it. It will be great. 
Well, gotta run. Hope to see
you soon. Don’t be a stranger.
Write back soon, or if you don’t
want to write back just check one
of boxes below and return the
note to me. Or you can just give
it to one of my friends and they
can give it to me. OK, bye.
Yes, I want to go out with 
you for a couple more 
months.
No, I’m over it.
OUTDOORS
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Last weekend Marshall
Mountain hosted the Montana
Snowboard Championship and
it couldn’t have come at a worse
time. 
Two days before the contest
the storms started rolling in.
Lolo Pass received ungodly
amounts of snow for three days
straight. It was knee-deep on
Thursday, waist-deep on Friday
and tits-deep by Saturday.  Up
at Snowbowl the boom of thun-
der made many wonder if they
were hearing avalanches roar
down the mountain. It didn’t
seem all that far-fetched. On
Saturday the clouds began to
break and it looked like it was
shaping up to be the best week-
end of shredding we’ve seen this
winter.
But, up at Marshall
Mountain, snowboarders from
across the state were dropping
in on a course that consisted of
more hand-crafted metal than
snow-covered mountain. It was
the strangest thing. On the first
sunny powder day of the season,
snowboarders from around the
state were riding park, com-
pletely unconcerned with get-
ting the first tracks being had
in the back country. On
Saturday and Sunday they were
vying for a spot on the podium,
a medal around their neck and
the title of Montana’s
Snowboard Champion.
On Saturday the competitors
tried their best at the slopestyle
course. Each rider was given
two runs to post their best
scores on the course that con-
sisted of more than a dozen
rails, a table top, hip and a 30-
foot gap. 
Sunday’s event took place
down at the base, just feet from
the Marshall Mountain lodge,
on a hand-built quarterpipe.
Again the riders were given two
runs and at the end of the day
the champions of each division
were crowned.
Here are the results.
Pro Men
1. Noah Bullock(Missoula)
2. Mark Thiezen(Bozeman)
3. Aaron Stengal(Bozeman)
Pro Women
1. Sarris McComb(Colorado)
2. Rachel Schroder(Bozeman)
3. Maggie Vogt(Missoula)
A letter of longing to a cold-hearted long lost love 
Column by
Liam Gallagher
One week you’re here and
the next you’re gone, who
knows where, probably off
gallivanting with some
young buck who’s better
looking, more dedicated or
appears happier to see you.
He’s probably a lot like I
was so many years ago,
wide-eyed and rarin’ to go.
The Montana Snowboard Championship comes to Marshall Mountain
A side-view of Rachel Schroder’s shin shows the
PBR-sized contusion she earned on the s-rail
Saturday night after the first day of competion.
Rachel returned the next day to compete in the
quarterpipe competition. She took second place, but
had to be helped into the lodge after her run because
she couldn’t put weight on her leg. 
Justin Silvey/for the Kaimin
Justin Silvey/for the Kaimin
Above: Mark Thiezen boosts a head-high frontside air during the quarter
pipe competition on Sunday. Thiezen took second place at the Montana
Snowboard Championship.
Right: Noah Bullock frontside lipslides one wooden-ass rail. Bullock took
first place at the competion.
Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin
Riders line up to drop into the quarter
pipe at Marshall Mountain on Sunday.
King of the Hills
Dear Winter,
Anna Stubbs knows of cere-
brum calamities and cerebel-
lum catastrophes.
She hears of lobe lacerations
each week on campus.
Between classes, the
University of Montana student
walks to the basement of
Corbin Hall where she mans a
phone for the Brain Injury
Association of Montana.
The non-profit group pro-
vides an 800 number for
Montana residents, who incur
some of the highest incidences
of brain injuries in the nation
annually.
For many of them, Stubbs is
the voice at the end of the line.
Her job as an outreach assis-
tant for the outfit is the latest
in a resume full of experience
she’s earned at UM through
work study, a federally subsi-
dized program that provides
jobs for eligible students.
“If I didn’t have work study, I
would probably be stressed out
wondering where I could get a
job,” Stubbs said.
This is her senior year at
UM, and the third year she’s
participated in work study.
Approximately 800 other stu-
dents are involved in the pro-
gram this semester, said
Assistant Director Connie
Bowman. They apply on their
FAFSA.
“It’s need-based,” she said.
“If they meet a certain criteria,
they get a work study award
and they’re eligible for a job.”
However, the University can-
not afford for each eligible stu-
dent to participate. It receives a
stipend from the state and fed-
eral government each year that
stipulates how many students
can enroll. This year it was
allotted $284,000 in state funds
and $890,000 in federal funds
that pay 70 percent of each stu-
dent’s wages.
“The idea is that if employers
have to pay less to hire, then it
will create more jobs,” she said.
“But we still have a waiting list.
It’s first-come, first-serve.”
A typical student earns a
$2,400 work study award for
the school year and can work
until the amount is exhausted.
Stubbs was awarded $2,000.
She works 14 hours a week
while earning 16 credits toward
a degree in psychology and soci-
ology.
“It’s good to work on campus,
because I can leave from work
five minutes before my class
starts and still make it,” she
said. “Work study jobs work
around your schedule.”
Work study students have a
variety of jobs to choose from.
At the UM financial aid Web
site they can apply for on-cam-
pus positions, such as a
research assistant or Web
designer, or off-campus jobs at
organizations like Big Brothers
and Sisters and the state crime
lab.
“Most times students work
in a job related to their field,”
Bowman said. “When they
graduate they have some
good experience on their
resume.”
During her freshman year,
Stubbs had a work study posi-
tion as a legal receptionist for
ASUM. The experience helped
her nab a summer job for a
lawyer’s office in her hometown
of Libby, and later for a law
office in Missoula. When the
local office made budget cuts
this fall, she turned to work-
study for new employment.
That’s when she began work for
the Brain Injury Association of
Montana.
Her own brain is now stuffed
with statistics: In 2000,
Montana had the highest inci-
dence of traumatic brain
injuries in the United States,
and in 2001, it had the second
highest rate. In 1997, there
were 275 fatalities in Montana
related to traumatic brain
injuries.
“When I applied for the job, I
didn’t know anything about
this,” she said. “I was flabber-
gasted to learn of the percent-
ages.”
She often sends literature to
patients who call in or refers
them to support groups and
advocacy programs.
“We recently had a man
call who had been in a car
accident a few years ago and
wasn’t wearing his seat belt,”
Stubbs said. “He had been on
workman’s compensations,
but was looking for more
funding.”
She said the job makes her
feel helpful. And while she has
different career plans, the expe-
rience has been good.
“Its nice to contribute to the
community,” she said. 
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Grantwriting and Beyond:
Strategic Non-Profit Fundraising
This course addresses a wide spectrum of funding
options available to non-profit organizations. Topics
include funding diversity, federal and foundational
grantwriting, membership campaigns, business
ventures, board management, mission clarification
and collaborations. Students walk through the
entire process of grantwriting, from identifying a
project, locating appropriate granting agencies,
and writing the grant application. The course
moves quickly from an introduction to non-profit
organizational structure to advanced topics of fund-
ing diversity and non-profit management.
Earn 2 Undergraduate
Credits in EVST 395
March 11 - May 13 • Tuesdays, 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
UM, Liberal Arts Building, Room 202
Instructor: Ari LeVaux
The fee is $295 and includes registration for 2 undergraduate credits.
Credits do no count toward student credit load for financial aid.
Register by March 3; enrollment is limited and early registration is advised.
To register, contact: Clare Kelly
Continuing Education, 243-4626
FREE FRENCH FILM!!
Drôle de Félix
[Adventures of Felix]1999, subtitled. Directors Ducastel &
Martineau’s picaresque tale of a carefree, HIV-positive gay man
thumbing south to find his father. Points to political issues of con-
temporary France. 7 pm March 2 & 3, UC Theater
Sean Sperry/Montana Kaimin
Work study student Anna Stubbs finishes up her day for the Brain Injury Association of Montana, Wednesday in
Corbin Hall.
Katherine Sather
Montana Kaimin
Work study offers gainful, career-related experience
Engineers raised concerns about Columbia wing
WASHINGTON (AP) – One
day before the Columbia disaster,
senior NASA engineers worried
the space shuttle’s left wing
might burn off and cause the
deaths of the crew, describing a
scenario remarkably like the one
investigators believe ultimately
happened. They never sent their
warnings to NASA’s brass.
The space agency released e-
mails Wednesday also showing it
was sufficiently concerned about
possible damage to Columbia’s
insulating tiles that it asked the
Defense Department –then abrupt-
ly changed its mind – to take pic-
tures of the shuttle in orbit more
than one week before its breakup.
The dozens of pages of e-mails
described a far broader, internal
debate about the seriousness of
potential damage to Columbia
from a liftoff collision with foam
debris than previously acknowl-
edged. They even considered
instructing the crew to bail out.
Engineers in Texas and
Virginia fretted about the shuttle’s
safety during its final three days
in orbit, with one wondering
whether officials were “just rele-
gated to crossing their fingers”
and another questioning why such
dire issues had been raised so late.
“Why are we talking about
this on the day before landing
and not the day after launch?”
wrote William C. Anderson, an
employee for the United Space
Alliance LLC, a NASA contrac-
tor, less than 24 hours before the
shuttle broke apart.
Concerns about Columbia
prompted a request six days into
the mission, on Jan. 22, for the
U.S. Strategic Command to take
satellite images of suspected
damage to the shuttle’s left wing.
For weeks until Wednesday,
NASA has denied it ever made
such a request.
The space agency withdrew its
informal request one day later
amid fears it might have “cried
wolf” and endangered future such
requests, according to one e-mail.
Deciding against the satellite
request, a NASA official wrote
reassuringly to the Defense
Department that Columbia was
“in excellent shape” and that
insulating foam that struck the
shuttle on its mid-January liftoff
was “not considered to be a major
problem.”
www.kaimin.org
what more do you need?
It’s the combination of extras that makes life
a little nicer at River Rock Apartments. Our brand
new 1-, 2- and 3-bedroom units have sound
insulation, so you can study hard (if you want).
Plus all the comforts of home, like washer/dryer,
range, fridge, disposal, dishwasher and covered
parking. Cat considered. River Rock Apartments
open January 2003, but we’re
leasing now. Want details?
Call 721-8990.
Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:
1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
The call is free and so is the report.
Car Accident Victims
NEWS
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As students hustle tothe front of a crowded line, await-
ing the sizzling of frying pans
and the sweet scent of roast-
ing onions, garlic, meat and
veggies, there emerges from
the waft of succulent steam an
Omelette King.
Standing not quite so tall,
but easily overshadowing any
other individual in the Food
Zoo, is Mark LoParco, director
of Dining Services, better
known as the “Omelette Guy.”
“It’s all about the pursuit of
the perfect omelette,” he says
with the reverence of an
archeologist speaking about
the Holy Grail.
While he sweeps his spatu-
la across the scalding surface
of one frying pan he lifts
another pan with his other
hand, always working two of
the omelette stations for his
hungry fans. Beads of sweat
cover his bald head, which is
topped by a flamboyant cow-
boy hat decorated with color-
ful plastic fruits and vegeta-
bles and an American flag.
Music plays in the back-
ground — classic rock like the
Doors, the Eagles, maybe even
a little Creedence — and
LoParco is dressed in whatev-
er the theme of the week may
be. Sometimes a superhero,
sometimes Austin Powers, and
the most famous theme,
Psycho de Mayo — a day when
each cook dresses like mem-
bers of the band KISS —
makeup, tights and boots
included.
This week he wholehearted-
ly participated in the two-
week Bean-o-rama theme.
Dressed as a black bean, he
sat amidst a number of bean-
related items like the fart
alarm and a band of monkeys
affectionately labeled “heard
no fart, dealt no fart, smelt no
fart.”
Conversing with students
and faculty, he spouts his
worldly views — sometimes
serious, but never too political.
Other times he spouts non-
sense.
“We all have Ph.D.s in
omeletteering,” he says, refer-
ring to the other cooks.
LoParco says he is on a
mission from God. He boasts
himself as the record holder
for the most omelettes made
in the state of Montana. And
he claims that the energy
drink Psych was named after
him.
“When our guys fed the
football team under the Joe
Glenn regime, there were only
two games they lost, his first
and his last,” LoParco says.
Since his arrival to the
University of Montana six
years ago, LoParco has become
a fixture on campus. At a foot-
ball game in Bozeman a stu-
dent yelled from the crowd,
“Hey, it’s the omelette guy,”
spurring an  “Ome-lette, Ome-
lette” chant, and perhaps
solidifying the nickname for
eternity.
LoParco takes center stage
every other Wednesday from
11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. as a chef
in the omelette bar. The bar
has taken on event-like status
and enlivened the Food Zoo. 
“It’s the highlight of my
week, I actually get excited,”
said freshman volleyball play-
er Diana Thompson.
“(LaParco’s) the best part,
because he’s so funny.”
Accompanied by a cooking
crew, the Food Zoo serves
about 250-300 omelettes each
Wednesday, equalling nearly
20 gallons, or 1,000 eggs a
day. Ingredients for the
omelettes’ stuffings include a
number of variations that are
related to themes like cajun
and Mexican. 
It takes about five minutes
to teach one of the cooks how
to make an omelette, and for
some Food Zoo employees, a
spot alongside LoParco at the
omelette bar is a relief.
“For me, since I’m usually
back in the kitchen, it’s a
break,” said Larry Kahle, Food
Zoo cook. “I get to listen to
music, cook and talk to peo-
ple.”
The omelette bar tradition
began in September 1999,
before the legend of LoParco.
Sure, omelettes were served,
but when LoParco made a bet
and had his head shaved along
with others in the middle of
the Food Zoo, lunacy ensued. 
While he has participated
in a number of crazy themes
and worn some of the weirdest
outfits, LoParco says he began
the omelette bar with only the
purest intentions.
“I started doing it because
I’m a big proponent of display
cooking,” he said.
“It’s the cutting edge for
college food services,” said
Byron Drake, assistant direc-
tor of Dining Services and
LoParco’s right-hand man.
“The omelette is fresh and
prepared right in front of you.”
While he may already be
famous to many UM students,
faculty and staff, LoParco
always attracts new cus-
tomers.
Debbie Crawford, who
works in the teacher resource
center at the School of
Education, had never had one
of the Food Zoo’s omelettes
until Wednesday. She was an
“omelette virgin.” When she
finished her first, she smiled.
“It’s excellent, all the choic-
es you get, and the ingredi-
ents,” she said. “I’m devir-
ginized ... I’m a fallen omelette
lover.”
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin
Sean Sperry/Montana Kaimin
Pouring a spoonful of well-beaten eggs into a hot skillet, the “Omelette Guy,” Mark LoParco, starts another omelette for hungry customers at the Food Zoo Wednesday afternoon. 
Omelette Guy serves up eggy humor
Sean Sperry/Montana Kaimin
LoParco flips a finished omelette onto the plate of an eager connoisseur. The
Food Zoo serves omelettes every Wednesday afternoon.
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LOST & FOUND
LOST. Keys w/silver heart ring somewhere on campus.
Call 829-1729
FOUND. Cell phone. Black & silver, Audiovox. Claim @
Journalism rm 206
LOST. Black disk in LA 206 on 2/24/03. Reward! Call
546-3590. Very important.
PERSONALS
Be sure...get tested.  Free, anonymous HIV
Counseling & Testing...243-2122
PARTYING TONIGHT?  Have a friend let you know when
you’ve had enough
Worried about a depressed friend?  Reaching out can
make a big difference.  You don’t have to go it alone.
We can help you help!  Medical Clinic at Curry Health
Center, 243-2122. 
Test Anxiety Seminar! Saturday March 1st  9-12:00.
FREE! Call the Counseling and Psychological Services
in the Curry Health Center at 243-4711
Sick?  Curry Health Center has real live doctors, nurse
practitioners and nurses 24/7.  Call ahead for an
appointment.  243-2122
HELP WANTED
BARTENDERS NEEDED!! No experience necessary! Earn
up to $300/day. 1-866-291-1884 x1090
MOVIE EXTRAS! MODELS NEEDED No experience nec-
essary!! Earn up to $150-450/day! Call now for imme-
diate exposure. 1-800-814-0277 x1090
WANTED: Good student to tutor 7th grader. Good pay.
Two days per week. Help with test taking skills.
Please call 543-9689
Up to $500/wk preparing mailings, P/T. Not sales.
Flexible schedules. (626) 294-3215
Hiring two summer workers for guest ranch help in
the Florence, MT area. Most duties include working
with tractors, commercial lawn mowers/weed eaters,
changing pipes, chain saws, and some animal care.
$10/hr. Please send resume to P.O. Box 396 Florence,
MT 59833
SERVICES
CARPET CLEANING Average apartment $35-$45. Call
Ken 542-3824 21 years experience.
Online Filing Do Your Taxes Online @ www.absolute-
taxes.com for a minimal fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ and
$14.95 for 1040. FREE E-FILE!!
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING. $1.00/page
542-0837
AUTOMOTIVE
‘91 Chevy Beretta, runs great, dependable, CD play-
er, 126,000 mi. $750 OBO. 721-3113
91 Honda Civic, 99K, Auto, A/C, Power, Tilt, Great
Car! $3750 obo. 251-0357
MISCELLANEOUS
Contribute to the inspiration of a local female artist!
Men and women with “unique” looks needed to model
for large scale oil paintings. Call 543-4995 or e-mail
JCRAMTON@selway.umt.edu
COMPUTERS
Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.
FOR RENT
ROCK CREEK CABINS $22-$55/night 251-6611
www.bigsky.net/fishing
Come talk to the rental experts, Professional Property
Management, for a free listing of available proper-
ties! professionalproperty.com or 2685 Palmer Street,
Ste. B., Missoula, MT 721-8990
The Cedar Villas, 1520 N. Russell, 4 apts avail now!
2Bd/2Ba, H/W/G pd, $650/mo + dep. Stacked wash-
er/dryer incl. 721-5188
ROOMMATES NEEDED
Big house on South Hills. Pool table, foosball table,
cable. $325 plus dep. 251-3997
Roommate wanted, nice house, W/D, $300/mo + $30
utilities 251-5642
BEADS 25% OFF
Bathing Beauties 25% off sale. 517 Higgins 543-0018
All February
DO YOU WEAR CLOTHES?
50% off ALL clothing at Carlo’s every day in February.
TRAINING
Wildland Fire Training 543-0013
CLUBS AND STUDENT
GROUPS
FRATERNITIES * SORORITIES * CLUBS * STUDENT
GROUPS Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ s e l w a y . u m t . e d u E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . o r g
the College of Technology, said
the increase is a reflection of
work that the faculty and staff
have been doing for a long
time.
“People are realizing the
great importance of the faculty
here, and seeing that is it the
best value for education in
town. It’s really catching on,”
he said. 
The COT provides 32 asso-
ciate degree programs, rang-
ing from culinary arts to surgi-
cal technology.
About one-third of the pro-
grams in the COT have wait-
ing lists, said Williamson.
Lack of clinical services and
classroom space cause these
lists. 
“The length of wait ranges
from one semester to two
years, with the longest wait
being in the nursing and radi-
ology programs,” Williamson
said. 
But, Williamson said, peo-
ple think it’s worth the wait. 
For him, the increase is just
the beginning. 
“This is just the tip of the
iceberg,” he said. “Every day
we are exploring new options. I
won’t be happy until we have a
student body of 4,000, and we
are one of the preeminent two-
year colleges in the nation.”
COT
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when problems happen, she
keeps really good humor.”
Madeleine Shewalter,
Bickel’s administrative assis-
tant, also has a high opinion
of Bickel.
“She is wonderful,”
Shewalter said. “She is very
down to earth and has a
great sense of humor.”
Bickel is the last of four
candidates for the job of vice
president for student affairs
to visit UM this month. Vice
President for Administration
and Finance and chair of the
search committee Bob
Duringer said the number of
candidates was limited to
four to keep costs down,
since the University pays for
the candidates’ transporta-
tion to UM. Duringer said it
costs about $500 per candi-
date for transportation.
Whoever gets hired will
make $110,000 to $130,000 a
year, although Duringer said
the amount is negotiable. He
said the salary was “not the
best by any means,” but still
competitive.
VP
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students were away for the
Christmas holiday. She said the
lack of flu cases reported could be
attributed to last fall’s vaccina-
tion program. 
Goode said that the vaccina-
tions are successful in the long
run. He said that this year’s flu
strain may be very similar to one
that came through before, and
the people most susceptible to
the flu, the elderly and those
with weakened immune systems,
could already be immune.
It’s possible “we have the right
group being vaccinated,” Goode
said.
Shimer emphasized that the
Curry Health Center’s cough and
cold self-care clinic is a great
resource for students with colds
and other mild winter ailments.
“(Students) don’t know about
it,” she said, “but it’s quick, it’s
convenient.”
The self-care clinic allows UM
students with cold-or flu-like
symptoms to compare them-
selves with charts and determine
which illness they might have.
They check their own blood pres-
sure and temperature, and
decide for themselves whether to
see a doctor, Shimer said. A pack-
et of medications to treat cold
symptoms — including generic
Tylenol, cough syrup, lozenges
and generic Sudafed — is $3 at
the Curry pharmacy.
The self-care clinic was start-
ed four years ago to free up some
time for Curry’s health-care
providers, she said.
UM sophomore Stephen Pitts,
a pre-physical therapy major,
was at the self-care clinic check-
ing his blood pressure
Wednesday afternoon. He’s not
sick now, but said he generally
gets sick for a couple days every
winter with whatever is going
around. He had his own theory
why contagious winter diseases
are so prevalent.
“I’m not living in the dorms, I
think that helps the situation
out,” he said, referring to the
close proximity people find them-
selves in during the cold winter
months.
Shimer said this winter’s rela-
tively warm temperatures may
be helping to keep people out-
doors, and out of the way of
germs and viruses.
Goode is doubtful, though.
“Still, people have been going to
school, they’ve been going to
class,” he said.
Flu
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UM sophomore Stephen Pitts checks his blood pressure in the Curry Health
Center’s cough and cold self-care clinic Wednesday afternoon. The clinic pro-
vides students an opportunity to check for cold symptoms, blood pressure and
temperature for free, before deciding to see a doctor.
UM ethics bowlers 
face the tough issues
Most people avoid conversa-
tions about abortion or the
death penalty, but members of
the University of Montana’s
ethics team have been prepar-
ing all semester to debate moral
dilemmas at the National
Ethics Bowl in North Carolina. 
“Ethics might seem some-
what lofty and abstract, but
there is a real application,” said
Justin Whitaker, a fourth-year
philosophy major and ethics
team veteran. “There is no right
or wrong answer, but there are
better and worse ones.” 
On Wednesday three mem-
bers of UM’s philosophy club,
Whitaker, Angie Esposito and
Ali Tabibnejad, coached by
graduate student Loren Meyer,
headed to North Carolina to
debate contemporary moral
problems with students from
more than 30 schools from
around the nation. Some of the
elite philosophy schools in
attendance will be West Point,
Texas A&M, Wright State
University and Dartmouth
University. 
Montana has had its own
share of success at nationals in
past years. The first time UM
attended the National Ethics
Bowl, in 1997, they took first
place. In 1998, UM placed
fourth out of about 30 competi-
tors. 
“It’s fight or flight, and you
damn well better fight,”
Whitaker said. “There better be
a strong justification of what
comes out of your mouth. If you
can’t back up your argument,
you are going to get stomped
on.” 
There are three rounds of
preliminary competition in
which two different moral sce-
narios will be debated. Each
team researches the cases
before to the competition and
identifies what they see as the
moral dilemma. 
Ethics team member Angie
Esposito said answers may
sometimes looks obvious, but
predetermined stances and first
instincts are not always the
best decisions. 
“My gut reaction is ‘How can
there be another side to this
issue?’” Esposito said. “But
research teaches you to see the
other point of view.” 
Whitaker said it is important
to step outside the current situ-
ation to make good ethical
choices. He said participation in
the ethics bowls has taught him
to evaluate moral conduct.
Respecting all sides of an issue
and keeping an open mind is
important in making informed
and educated opinions, he said. 
“You are never going to get
too deep into issues talking with
people just like you and who
have your same views,”
Whitaker said. 
UM’s philosophy team will
host the regional Ethics Bowl
for the first time in April.
Chelsi Moy
Montana Kaimin
